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Beekeeping in Missouri 
LEON ARD HASEMAN 
Since the earliest times the honeybee has commanded the 
respect and admiration of man. While man has tamed and domes-
ticated wild beasts and live stock, he has not been able to change 
a single habit of the honeybee. It stands today, as in the days of 
the Pharaohs, a living example of industry, thrift, frugality, and de-
votion to duty, which man might well imitate. 
Missouri's present extensive and thriving beekeeping industry 
had its modest beginning when the red men still held dominion 
over the hills and valleys of the Missouri, the Gasconade, the Osage, 
and the Grand Rivers. Before Daniel Boone came to Missouri 
the "white man's fly" had moved in and taken possession of avail-
able bee-trees. Later, when the whites came and settled in vil-
lages, many ,and interesting were the reports of long fall excursions 
into the unsettled regions for the cutting of bee-trees. Later, farm-
ers learned to save the bees, keeping them in sections of the tree 
trunks or "gums" in which they were found. Sti11later, homemade 
box hives came into use, and today we have modern movable-comb 
hives. 
In Missouri today there is widespread interest in beekeeping, 
for approximately forty thousand persons in this State keep bees. 
Fruit growers are coming to realize the importance of bees in the 
orchard. Four editions of an earlier Experiment Station bulletin 
on "Farm Beekeeping" have been exhausted. To meet this ever-
increasing demand for practical information on the handling of bees 
this publication has been prepared. 
Interesting Facts About Bees 
The Bee Colony and Its Organization 
The honeybee is a social insect; that is, it lives in colonies. 
Some species of ants'and the termites have similar social organiza-
tions. This type of colony life is found well developed only among 
the insects. It represents a very highly specialized type of life, 
with castes, division of labor, socialized activities, nursing of the 
young, birth control, control of sex, and the most perfect example 
of self sacrifice for the common good found anywhere in the animal 
kingdom. In case of the honeybee, a well furnished nest or perma-
nent home is a part of the colony's equipment. 
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The Bee and Its Near Relatives .-Among the insects, the 
honeybee belongs to the order Hymenoptera, which shows the 
greatest degree of advancement or specialization. Bees, wasps, 
and ants form the class of so-called stinging insects. The bumble 
bee is a rather close relativ,e of the honeybee, though it does not 
have the same remarkable colony organization. With the possible 
exception of certain highly specialized ants, the honeybee stands 
at the peak of advancement among the sevenal hundred thousand 
known species of insects. In fact, nowhere else in the entire animal 
kingdom, man alone excepted, do we find the orderly planning and 
the intelligent carrying out of work displayed by the worker honey-
bees. Instinct approaching human intelligence is displayed in their 
various activities. 
The Kinds of IndividU!alls in a Normal Bee Colony.-During 
the height of the season a strong colony of bees may include from 
60,000 to 80,000 workers, a few hundred drones or male bees, and 
one queen. The workers are sexually undeveloped females. This 
is brought about by the type of food they receive while in the grub 
stage. They do 'all the mechanical work of the colony, including 
the secretion of wax and molding of the comb, nursing the young, 
guarding and ventilating the hive, gathering food and building 
materials, and producing and conserving the heat in the winter 
cluster. The workers and queens are reared from exactly the same 
type of 'eggs. These are fertilized eggs, or those which before they 
are deposited receive a sperm.The drones are reared from eggs with 
are not so fertilized though, strange to say, they hatch the same as 
the fertilized eggs. 
Fig. 1.-0n the left are the ear1i.er stages 1n the development of the honeybee. a. 
Egg. b. Young larva. c. Old larva. d. Pupa. On the right are the three adult or 
mature forms slightly enlarged. R. Worker. b. Queen. c. Drone. (After Phi11ip~). 
It requires about three days for bee eggs to hatch. On hatch-
ing, the future workers, queens, and drones all appear as tiny white 
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g rubs in the bottom of the cell s <lS YO ll look dow n lIpon th em. The 
g rub des tin ed to produce a qu e n is fed roya l jell y, a ve ry rich 
food , for 50 days and th en is ready to chan ge to the ncxt s tage 
of development, the pupa or rc~t ing stage. This s tagc is inclosed 
in a dclicatc cocoon w ithin th e capped-over, thimbl e-like qucen 
ce ll s. It remain s in thi s stage for 70 cb ys when th e youn g virgin 
qu een c mes forth. The queen requires Hi (1<1 ys to pass frol11 thc 
egg to the adult s tage. '1'h wo rker follows a similar course of 
deve lop ment in thc s lI1all worker ell s. 1 t remains a larva for 6 
days ancl a pupa for ] 2 days, thu s rCCJuirin g 2J days from egg to 
adult. The dron c cl evelops more slow ly but has the same typ o[ 
growth. It remain s 60 da ys as th grub or klrva ancl 14 .0 day~ 
in the pupa stage, thu s requirin g 2 1 clays from egg to adL1 lt. 
Th qu een is much lon ge r than th e work rs w ith th long, 
tighLly stuffed abd men dragging a long on thc comb whcn at the 
height of gg produ tion. She is not as broad as th Irone, but 
longer. Th dron s arc the thi k, heavy-appearing, loud-buzz ing 
be s so abundant at swarming timc. They are easi ly di s tingL1i shed 
from the more slcnd r, neat, active, business-lik workers. Both 
the queen and th workers havc s tin gs w/hile th e drones do not. 
The s ting is th e same orga n as the lng, spear-lik vipositor which 
projects from the tip of the abel m 11'0[ a cr icket. In th e cricket 
it is used to place th eggs, but in the be it is hange I inl the 
sting as an organ of el f nse. The bees use it on ly as a w apon of 
defense. 
The Brood Nest.- In the m dern hive, the same as in the bee-
tree, portions of u sually the lower combs, [ fming a more or less 
spherical mass, ar used f r farin g the you ng 1 ees. This is 
Fig. 2.-A comb well fill d witb cnpped brood. 
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kn9wn as the brood nest. Early in the season there may be only 
a small patch of brood on one or two combs, but as the season ad-
vances it usually fills most of the combs in the brood chamber. In 
fact, an unusually prolific queen at the height of egg production 
may require most of fift'een to twenty brood combs. 
As the season advances the first brood reared will emerge as 
adult bees and the queen returns and lays eggs again in these 
empty cells. In fact, every 21 days the queen resupplies with 
eggs all the cells used in the brood nest. During the height of 
brood rearing, on examining a comb taken from the brood nest, it 
will be found to include near the top bar a narrow strip of cells 
filled with honey, usually some cells with pollen or bee-bread, and 
then most of the rest of the comb will be occupied by curving, more 
or less parallel, strips of cells containing eggs, young brood, sealed 
brood and emerging adult bees. 
Reproductive Processes.-The most interesting thing about 
the honeybee is its remarkable reproductive processes. It has 
already been pointed out that normally there is one fertilized egg-
laying queen in each colony and that she produces the eggs and is 
the mother of the colony. The queen is reared in a queen cell from 
a fertilized egg and, due to the chemical composition of the food 
she receives a? a grub, she becomes ra normal, sexually matm'e, 
virgin queen when she emerges from her cell. In due time she 
leaves the hive on her mating flight and is fertilized by a drone. 
In the process of mating she receives from the drone a supply 
of sperms and these are stored in . a sperm sac inside her body. 
Here they remain alive and ready to be used in fertilizing eggs 
throughout the rest of her use£ullife as a fertile queen. She mates 
but once rand that usually occurs within a few days after she 
emerges from the queen cell as a virgin. 
The queen is thus provided with a lifetime supply of sperms 
stored in the sperm sac, which connects by means of a tube with 
the oviduct through which the eggs all pass when they are laid. 
The eggs are produced in the ovaries of the queen bee, the same as 
in other animals. They are all apparently alike when first pro-
duced in the ovaries but as they pass down the oviduct those which 
are to produce female offspring, that is, either queens or workers, 
receive each a sperm, while those which are destined to produce 
males or drones receive no sperm as they are being laid. Each 
egg has a mjcroscopic opening at one end, the micropyle, through 
which a sperm may enter. This is an almost unbelievable method 
provided by nature in the honeybee for the production of males 
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and females. The eggs placed in drone and worker cells appear 
identical to the unaided eye, but those in the worker cells contain 
a sperm while those in the drone cells do not. Just hoW' the queen 
can cause the fertilization of some of her eggs and prevent it in 
others is one of the many unknown mysteries about the honeybee. 
The queen is able, therefore, to actually regulate the sex of 
her offspring, a thing impossible in the higher animals. The power 
of the queen to influence the nature of her offspring ceases when 
she lays the eggs. Then the workers or nurses take charge and 
work their marvels by varying the chemical composition of the 
food fed to the worker and queen grubs. By feeding, man can 
vary egg, milk, and fat production in poultry and livestock, but 
he has not yet learned what the nurse honeybees have known since 
the beginning of time. The nurse bees through feeding can check 
the normal development of the reproductive organs of the future 
workers and in turn cause them to have a more perfectly develop-
ed bmin and a different sized body with highly specialized salivary 
and wax glands and leg structures. In fact, any worker could and 
would have been a normal queen had it received queen making food 
when it was a grub. 
The Life and Labor of the Worker Bee 
Although some observations would lead us to conclude that 
the worker bee leads 'a life of ease, the fact remains that during 
periods of heavy nectar flow the worker is exceedingly active. She 
literally works herself to death. It is a well known fact that each 
worker bee is endowed with a limited amount of energy and when 
that has been used up she dies. During a heavy nectar flow the 
workers live for only about six weeks. By requeening a black 
colony w:ith an Italian queen at such a time the beekeeper finds 
that in from six to eight weeks his old black workers have all died 
and the new working force consists of Italian workers. 
Immature Stages of Development.-In three days after a work-
er egg has been placed in a worker cell by the queen it hatches. 
For the next two days it is given an abundance of rich food by the 
nurse bees. In those first two days it increases in weight twelve 
hundred times and is then a small curled, tightly stuffed grub in 
the bottom of the cell. If destined to become a worker, thechem-
ical composition of its food is then changed by the addition of some 
undigested pollen and honey. This change of diet is responsible 
for the remarkable differences between a normal worker and a 
sexually mature queen. During the next three days the hungry 
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grub is visited frequently by the nurses. During this period its 
rate of growth is less rapid but in the first five days of larval life 
it increases a total of almost 2000 times. 
When full-fed, the cell is capped over by the nurse bees and the 
grub spins within this a thin cocoon in which it changes to the 
pupal or resting stage. This change from the grub to the pupa 
involves profound internal and external body changes. It is nec-
essary that the food stored as fat by the rapidly growing grub be 
worked into muscles, legs, wings, eyes, and other external and in-
ternal structures possessed by the adult bee. During its life asa 
pupa, lasting 12 days, all these changes take place. The worker 
is then ready to cut away her cocoon and the wax cap and emerge. 
On first emerging from her cell she reminds one of a moist freshly 
hatched chick. In a few days she is ready to take up work in the 
hive as an apprentice. 
The Young Worker in the Hive.-During her apprenticeship 
as a worker in the hive she may help feed the queen, drones, and 
the brood, or she may help clean, guard, and ventilate the hive, or 
secrete wax and mold it into comb. She is a busy creature but 
requires some schooling and experience before she is exposed to 
outside dangers or entrusted with the important work outside the 
hive. Her schooling, however, is of short duration, for in about 
a week she is allowed to go out on short play flights to exercise 
her w)ings and to become acquainted with the surroundings for 
soon she will have to take her place with the field workers, replac-
ing some older, exhausted worker. These play flights may be mis-
taken at first by the beginning beekeeper for robbing or swann-
ing. 
Field Activity .-After the worker enters upon the duties of a 
field laborer she becomes largely a bearer of burdens, though her 
rich experiences both within and outside the hive enable her to help 
guide the future destiny of the colony. In the field it is her duty 
to locate, collect, and carry back to the hive nectar, pollen, water, 
and propolis. At times she may be forced to go long distances, 
even several miles, for -nectar, though most of the nectar is collect-
ed within a mile of the hive. Her sense of smell, sight, and pos-
sibly other guid~ng senses, enable her to go to new places for nectar 
and to return with her load on a "bee-line" to her hive. Authorities 
are not in agreement as regards the senses used by the worker in 
going to new fields for nectar and in safely returning home. In 
some respects the bee resembles the homing pigeon. 
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The Old Workers .-As has been said, the workers literally 
work themselves to death during a heavy nectar flow,. At such a 
time, few live for more than six weeks and may die much sooner. 
During the less active periods workers may live for several months. 
When the worker has completed her work and has used up hel' 
strength she does not ask for favors from the other busy workers. 
In the bee colonies there are no old, worn-out, useless workers. 
Each worker, if her failing strength permits, will usually leave the 
hive before she dies, or finding her strength gone she drops in the 
field. This seems a hard and cold practice, but it has no doubt 
always been so in the bee colony. The busy workers have no 
time to devote to the care of the old or sick. Stores and time are 
too valuable to use 0'n any member which is no longer of any US\! 
to the colony. \iVhen the s\'\'arming season is over, a normal colony 
will dispose of its drones for the same reason. 
The Anatomy and Physiology of the Worker Bee 
Even the most casual reader or observer cannot help but mar-
vel at the wonderful physical and physiological adaptations of the 
worker honeybee. In this day of specialization the worker bee is 
a good example of a specialist capable of doing a number of spe-
cialized lines of work. Next to assisting in the perpetuation of the 
species the worker's chief function is the pollination 0'f flowers. 
In this work she has no equal. Her body is clothed with branch-
ing hairs for picking up and holding the microscopic pollen grains 
until they are again brushed off on the female part of the same or 
a different flower. Her legs are also equipped with special struc-
tures used in connecti0'n with her work of pollen gathering. The 
front legs have the antenna cleaners, the middle legs a strong spur, 
the exact function of which is still in dispute, w!hile the hind legs 
have the complicated set of pollen combs and the so-called pollen 
basket. While pollination of flowers is carried on automatically 
by the worker while gathering pollen and nectar as food for the 
colony, it is the one great service which the bee renders in the 
wonderful scheme of nature. It is a law of nature that every 
normal creature must not only earn a living and help reproduce 
its species but it must also render some service to some other ani-
mal or plant. The bee's service is the pollination of flowers caus-
ing the setting of fruits and seeds. The storing of surplus honey 
for man is a service which man himself has stimulated in the bee, 
and this also assures more bees for pollinizing flowers. 
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External Anatomy.-It does not seem necessary to go into 
any great detail regarding the anatomy of the worker bee in this 
publication, though beekeepers are always interested in such a 
discussion. In the first case, . the bee has a hard external skeleton 
inside which the soft vital organs are protected. The body ~s 
divided into the head region with its eyes, feelers and mouth or-
gans; the thoracic region with the two pairs of wings and three 
pairs of legs; and the abdominal region consisting of hoop-like seg-
ments with the sting at the tip of it. The head is the sensory reg-
ion, the thorax the seat of locomotion, and the abdomen the car-
rier of vital internal organs and the organ of defense, the sting. 
On the head are located two large compound eyes and three 
small bead-like eyes placed in triangular position. These eyes are 
very complicated organs but all have a fixed focus incapable of any 
adjustment. The antennae, or feelers, carry organs of touch and 
undoubtedly the sense of smell. Tlhe mouth organs consist of 
the hard mandibles which are hinged at the side of the mouth and 
the so-called tongue consisting of a pair of maxillae and the lower 
lip. The mandibles are used for molding wax and for picking up 
small objects and for holding on to robbers and drones when they 
are being disposed of. They have smooth, c.urved cutter edges 
which are essential in the molding of wax, but are not used for 
breaking the skin of ripe fruit as some people think. The tongue 
is so arranged that it can be thrust into the tiny flower cups and 
through it the liquid nectar is drawn into· the mouth and then 
passed on to the honey stomach. 
The wings are provided with very powerful muscles which 
fill most of the space inclosed w~thin the thorax. These muscles 
make the wings move very fast and enable them to carry heavy 
loads. When in flight the front and hind wings fasten together 
with small hooks but when they alight they unhook the wings and 
fold them over the back. Each leg consists of nine movable seg-
ments as follows: coxa,· trochanter, femur, tibia, and five tarsal 
segments. The last tarsal segment has a pair of strong hooks 
and between these a soft disc or pad used for walking on smooth 
surfaces. 
On the abdomen the sting is the only external organ and it is 
kept withdrawn in the tip of the body, except when it is being 
used. lQ consists of a pair of microscopic needles propelled ' by 
muscles at their base and guided and strengthened by accessory 
structures at their base. These two needles bear barbs which pre-
vent their withdrawaJ once they are forced into the flesh of man 
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or beast. Connected w'ith the base of the needles and emptying 
its store of poison between them is the poison sac with the poison 
gland. The sting is a very effective organ of defense. The bee, 
unlike wasps and some other stinging insects, never uses its sting 
for killing other creatures as prey but only as an organ of defense. 
When the worker bee stings an animal, it loses the sting and the 
connecting organs and dies as a result of it. 
Senses Possessed by the Bee.-Most animals, except the low-
er types, have normally all the five cardinal senses of sight, hear-
ing, touch, taste and smell. The bee undoubtedly has all of these 
and possibly others which man does not have. They sho·w evidence 
of a well developed temperature sense and a homing sense or in-
stinct. They are closely connected with the nervous system and 
are built on much the same microscopic scheme as our own sense 
organs. The location and function of some of the sense pits is not 
yet fully understood since the bee cannot talk to us and tell us 
just what sensations it experiences. 
Internal Organs and Their Function.-On the inside of the 
body of the worker bee are to be found all the organs and systems 
found in our own bodies and they perform much the same func-
tion. She has the circulatory, respiratory, digestive, nervous, 
muscular, and reproductive systems the same as any other animal. 
Her circulatory system consists merely of a heart with valves 
and a slender tube, the aorta, leading forward from the heart to the 
region of the brain. Her external skeleton makes it possible for 
her entire body cavity to form a continuous compartment which is 
filled with blood. In this way all the internal organs are continu-
ously bathed in blood and the heart merely serves to keep the blood 
in motion. The blood stream carries food to the organs needing 
it and uric acid wastes from worn tissues to the kidney tubes 
which remove them from the blood stream. 
Since the blood does not carry oxygen and carbon dioxide, a 
very elaborate respiratory system is present to carry oxygen to 
organs needing it and the carbon dioxide wastes from such tissues. 
A system of air tubes extends throughout the bee's body connecting 
with the outside world by means of spiracles, or breathing pores, 
located along either side of the body. These air tubes branch and 
rebranch and finally connect all internal tissues directly with the 
supply of air outside the body. 
The digestive tract consists of the mouth, three sets of sali-
vary glands, the pharynx, the oesophagus with its honey stomach 
similar to the chicken's crop, the stomach, the small intestines with 
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attached kidney tubes, the large intestine or rectum, and the anus. 
The salivary glands are very highly developed with three distinct 
kinds. They are supposed to be used by the nurse bees in produc-
ing and in varying the chemical composition of the diet for the 
brood and queen. After the nectar is drawn from the flower by 
means of the mouth organs, it is passed on to the honey stomach 
where it is carried by the bee when it returns to the hive. It then 
regurgitates and stores it in the honey comb. Digestion takes 
place in the stomach and the nourishment which is used by the 
bee later passes through the walls of the stomach and intestines 
directly into the blood stream. The kidney tubes (Malpighian 
tubes) take from the blood the uric acid or nitrogenous wastes and 
pass them into the small intestines and they are later discharged 
with other wastes. The rectum is a greatly expanded organ which 
serves as a reservoir for holding the fecal matter until the bee has 
a chance to leave the hive on a cleansing flight. 
The nervous system consists. of a well defined brain in the 
head and a ventral nerve cord with its seven pairs of ganglia. From 
the central nervous system nerves extend to all parts of the bee's 
body. The muscular system ot an insect is very complicated. In 
case of the worker bee the wing muscles are the most powerful. 
They enable the bee to carry a load approaching the weight of her 
own body. They cause the wings to move so rapidly that the eye 
cannot follow them. In fact, the high pitch of the tune played by 
a mad bee is due to the rapid vibration of the wings similar to the 
vibration of a tuning fork. 
In the normal worker bee the repro·ductive organs are not fully 
developed or functional but, being a female individual, she pos-
sesses the female organs. In case of "laying workers" her organs do 
become functional and she may lay eggs which, being unfertilized, 
naturally produce only drones. 
The queen, on the other hand, possesses a pair of fully develop-
ed ovaries, the oviduct, sperm sac, and vagina, similar to higher 
animals. The males have a pair of testes, the vas deferens through 
which the sperms pass to the sperm reservoir and the ejaculatory 
duct and penis. In mating with the queen, a thing which has never 
yet been observed in case of the honeybee, the male transfers the 
sperms to the sperm sac of the queen and then dies as a result of 
the operation. 
The wax used by bees in producing comb is a product of the 
wax glands of the workers. These are located on the lower side 
of the abdominal segments and their secretion, at first a liquid, 
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passes through the body wall and on striking the air forms into 
flakes in the eight wax chambers beneath the body. These flakes 
are then used for molding into comb. From their location and 
general nature they may be likened to the milk producing glands 
of the cow. The workers which secrete the wax hang in festoons 
and transform the food with which they are fed into the wax se-
cretion. The amount of honey required to produce a pound of wax 
has been variously estimated at from five to twenty pounds, so it is 
important to save the bees the labor of wax secretion whenever 
possible. 
The Yearly Cycle of Activity of the Colony 
Most insects pass the winter in a quiescent condition common-
ly spoken of as hibernation. The honeybee is an exception. It 
does not hibernate, though when conditions in the hive are proper 
during the winter it exerts the least possible amount of energy 
but is always more or less active. 
Spring Brood Rearing.-After the severe winter is past the 
colony makes preparations for the coming spring and summer. A 
normal colony properly wintered will not rear any brood until 
signs of spring a waken in the colony the instinct of brood rearing. 
At first, only a few eggs each day may be laid by the queen. They 
are usually placed in the center of the cluster or the center of activ-
ity of the colony. As brood rearing is increased several of the cen-
tral combs will be used and eggs and grubs in all stages of growth 
may be found. Brood rearing continues until most of the space 
in the brood chamber may be occupied. The height of brood rear-
ing in Missouri may be expected in a properly handled colony just 
before the opening of the white clover nectar flow. At that time a 
strong colony may have from ten to fifteen brood combs well filled 
with brood with perhaps forty to sixty thousand active spring rear-
ed workers. 
Swarming.-Swarming is a natural activity of bees. It is their 
method of increasing the number of units or colonies. For the 
preservation of the honeybee species it is just as important that 
colonies of bees shall divide or swarm as it is that each colony shall 
continue to rear workers to replace those which die from day to 
day. 
Usually just about the time that white clover begins to pro-
duce nectar abundantly colonies of bees may be expected to swarm. 
unless the necessary precautions have been taken to prevent 
swarming. The colony becomes strong, with' most' of the brood 
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combs full of brood, with usually a great many drones and then 
they prepare to swarm. Some queen cells are made and some 
future queens are reared in these cells. The bees begin to "lay 
out" on warm days and every indication of swarming is noted. 
When everything is ready on some warm day, usually between 
nine an~ two o'clock, the old queen and about one-half of the 
worker bees swarm out and in time cluster on some object. If the 
beekeeper is on hand, he will hive the swarm. If placed in a hive 
the swarm soon settles down to work and, since it includes a ma-
jority of the older experienced field bees, it may fill the hive rapidly 
and store more honey than the parent stand. In the meantime, a 
young virgin queen emerges from one of the older queen cells in 
the parent stand. Where the colony is not given to heavy swarm-
ing this first virgin queen may be permitted to cut open all the other 
queen cells, after which the workers remove fhe occupants. This 
then leaves only one young virgin queen in the parent stand. 
When conditions are favorable the young queen leaves the hive on 
a mating flight, is fertilized by a drone, and then she returns to 
become the new queen and, in time, the new mother of the colony. 
In this way two colonies carryon where before only one was pres-
. ent. The wise beekeeper plans to keep down swarming where a 
maximum of surplus honey is desired. 
Storing Honey.-To the beekeeper the busy, contented bustle 
and hum of the bee colony during a nectar flow is music indeed. 
If each colony is in "pink of condition" when the nectar flow opens 
the beekeeper will get a maximum of honey. Success in beekeep-
ing depends on having each colony ready when the nectar flow 
opens. 
The field workers go out and collect the nectar from the blos-
soms. This fhey carry back to the hive in their honey stomach, as 
described earlier. This thin sugar solution is then worked into 
honey by the removal of the surplus water and by the chemical 
change of parts of the cane sugar to grape sugar. This is termed 
"ripening" of honey and includes long hours of fanning and manip-
ulation of the nectar. When properly ripened the honey celis are 
capped and it is then ready to be removed as surplus honey. 
In Missouri we may expect first a white clover nectar flow be-
ginning usually early in June, and second, a fall flow of darker 
honey from heart's-ease, Spanish needle, asters, and the other fall 
flowers. This usually begins in late August and it may continue 
until killing £t·osts. A region is douNy: blessed where it has this 
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second or fall nectar flow. In the first place, it helps to insure a 
proper supply of winter stores usually of satisfactory quality, and 
second, it stimulates late brood rearing, which sends the colony into 
the winter with plenty of fall reared workers. 
Killing the Drones.-Since the drones are needed only for fer-
tilizing the young queen when she takes her mating flight, they are 
in the way and of no use to the colony after swarming is over. 
Occasionally a colony may swarm in the fall, when drones are need-
ed and usually on hand. However, as a rule, when the white clo-
ver nectar flow closes, the colony gets rid of its supply of drones. 
They are no longer fed and cared for, are dragged from the colony, 
and usually in a very few days they are dead. If any colony has 
an old, failing queen, which is to be superseded later, they will 
usually tolerate drones after the strong colonies have gotten rid of 
them. 
PJ.'leparation for Winter.-As the fall comes on and the nights 
begin to get cool, brood rearing is reduced. As the combs in the 
brood · chamber become vacant, the bees fill the combs ~ith winter 
stores. Some colonies are more expert at filling the brood combs 
with winter stores. In case of early frosts, it is well to leave sur-
plus honey in the supers, which the ,bees may carry down for stor-
ing in the brood chamber. 
When everything works properly before winter really sets in 
the colony will have in its brood chamber from 50 to 75 pounds of 
winter stores, the combs will be firmly anchored by the use of spur 
combs, all cracks will be thoroughly sealed with propolis, and the 
contented guards at the entrance will soon say to the world, "well, 
we are ready-let winter come." The wise beekeeper will help 
make this prediction come true by providing a proper windbreak, 
if a natural one is not present, and by the provision of packing or 
insulation to help temper the winter cold. 
Winter Activity of the Bees.-After the stores are properly 
placed, the winter seals made, and brood rearing 'has drawn to a 
close, the colony is ready to enter upon its winter activities. These 
consist largely of guarding the stores and providing sufficient heat 
to prevent the freezing of the queen and the colony. Honey is con-
sumed by the heat producers and it is transformed into heat energy. 
When the temperature drops to the point where the colony clusters 
or forms a winter cluster, the bees in the center eat honey and gen-
erate heat which is used to' keep the whole colony above the freez-
ing point. As the bees on the surface of the cluster are chilled they 
work into the mass and others from within are pushed to the sur-
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face. As th e outsi de t emp era ture drops, th e s ize of th e clu s ter 
is reduced, r esultin g- in a smaller loss o f heat by radi a ti on. T hi s 
continu es throug h th e winter. When th e weather brcom swarm 
th e clust er may break up, at least durin g- th e day, a nd the old spent 
workers, which die and elrop dow n to th bottom of th e hi ve, are 
carried o ut to prevent th e ir interfer ing w ith ventila ti on. The work-
ers also take cleansin g Big- hts to discharge accumulated wast s. 
These few weeks of w inter a rc try in g and th e 1 eekeeper , who has 
the comfort o f hi s bees at heart, will make sure th a t h e has done hi s 
part to put each co lony into w ill ter qua rte rs in th e most favo rable 
condition possib le. P lenty o f good s tores in th e ri g ht p lace, plen-
ty of young v igoro us wo rkers, a yo ung v igo ro Ll s qu een in a good 
modern hi ve in a favorabl e p lace a s r ga rcl s winter exposllre an 1 
prcferall y S0111 e added prot ctio n, wi ll usuall y in sure safe winter-
II1g' Bees s uiTer from colel th e sa me a man o r hi s livestock and 
th ey deserve wint r protec ti n . 
1·' l g. 3.-norrllllll\ -Lnn l'\'-
st rottl hive. 'l' he dove-
tnlled hive mn y co-utaln 
ellhel' eig ht 0'" t on roQV-
ahl e frnroes. 
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The Business of Beekeeping 
Making a Start in Beekeeping 
For the prospective beekeeper the all important thing is to get 
started right. As with any other line, there is a right and a w:rong 
way to begin. If this discussion on beekeeping does nothing more 
than help a few prospective beginners to become proficient honey 
producers, the writer w;ill feel well repaid for his efforts. Nothing 
in beekeeping is so discouraging as to find an occasional person 
who failed to heed the warning "grow, not go, into beekeeping" 
with the result that he has many dollars worth of equipment piled 
up for kindling. The average beginner will find that two Or three 
colonies are enough for the first season and some of our most suc-
cessful beekeepers began with a single swarm. 
Essential Equipment.-Even the amateur who plans to keep a 
few colonies of bees largely for recreation and pleasure should make 
it a rule that the bees must pay their way. Certainly the beginner 
who plans to keep bees for profit cannot afford to invest in any un-
necessary equipment. The one all important piece of equipment is 
a good modern, movable··frame hive. In Missouri most beekeepers 
have found the standard, lO-frame Langstroth, or so-called dove-
tailed hive, most satisfactory. Some prefer a larger type hive, 
however. Make your decision as to the hive you are going to use 
and then use only that size hive, so that all hive parts may be in-
terchangeable. The beginner is advised by all means to start wjth 
extracting rather than section supers. The production of section 
honey in Missouri is the work of an experienced beekeeper and the 
beginner should leave it alone until he has had some experience. 
The average beginner, however, insists on starting out to produce 
those beautiful pound sections and he is usually disappointed. 
Start with extracting supers and fOr> the first few years cut 
the combs from the super frames and market it as cut-comb honey. 
When the production justifies, an extractor may be secured. If 
the standard shallow extracting supers are secured, later they can 
be used for the production of section honey by simply securing 
the sections and the section trays which fit them. Equipment may 
be secured in units of five in the flat and nailed and painted at home, 
if one is handy with tools and is car"eful to put the equipment to-
gether properly. 
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Besides the hives, a good bellows smoker should be secured, for 
the one thing which w:ill give the beginner most courage is a well-
filled smoker in prime condition. However, he must remember 
that smoke is a whip and he should use it sparingly. . A bee veil 
may be bought, though a good homemade bee hat is better. Use 
any discarded, stiff brimmed hat, sewing to the brim a five-inch 
strip of black, screen wire and to the bottom of this a strip of thin 
cloth for tucking under the clothing to keep the bees out. Such 
a bee hat has never been beaten and one or two extra ones will come 
in handy when visitors call. 
Besides these few pieces of equipment, a hive tool and scraper 
are useful, though a wide wood chisel or the thin end of a leaf of a 
buggy or car spring will serve the purpose very well. The use of 
comb foundation, properly supported by wiring, for securing 
straight combs is essential. Syrup pails or glass fruit jars may be 
used as containers for storing or marketing the surplus. Such 
equipment as swarm catchers, drone traps, queen excluders, hive 
bases, and hive tool-kit with seat attached are non-essentials which 
one can very well get along without. 
Selecting the Apiary Site.-On every farm and in each town 
or city backyard may be found a satisfactory place to keep a few or 
several colonies of bees. If possible, give each colony an east or 
south exposure and some natural shade though shade boards may 
be used where natural shade is not available. Place the hives on 
well drained or sloping ground. Favorable air and soil drainage 
are essential. Place the hives six feet or more apart, when pos-
sible, to prevent drifting. A natural windbreak is fine, where it is 
available. In town a high board fence may not only provide a 
windbreak but it also helps to keep the flight of bees up above 
traffic. On a fruit farm the ideal place for the bees duringi the 
blooming period at least is out among the fruit trees. 
Face the hives toward the east or south and set them at least 
six feet ,apart and a rod is better. A brick under each corner 
makes a very satisfactory support for the hives. It keeps them off 
the ground and at the same time does not raise them so high as to 
seriously inconvenience the loaded bees which miss the alighting 
board. Be sure that the hives are level sidewise and tilted to the 
front slightly, so that the rain and moisture in the hive will drain 
off the front of the bottom board. Under Missouri conditions, it 
is more satisfactory to winter bees on their , summer stands with 
such' windbreaks and packing as the beekeeper finds necessary. In 
arranging the hives, therefore, select a permanent location for them. 
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How to Secure a Start in Bees.-Most beekeepers of the pre-
sent day made their start by catching a stray swarm. Few delib-
erately planned to keep bees. The opportunity was thrust upon 
them and the inspiration to keep bees came with the hiving of the 
first swarm. However, for the benefit of those who plan to keep 
bees and for the beginner who wants to get more bees, suggestions 
as to best methods of getting bees will be helpful. 
The beginner will usually find that his best means of getting 
a start of bees is to buy one or more swarms from a neighbor who 
understands the handling of bees. They will cost him less and he 
will get helpful advice free. Simply supply the beekeeper with new 
hives in which to place the swarms. A good swarm will cost about 
two dollars, and if they need to be requeened, a good Italian queen 
can be bought for a dollar. If the summer and fall are favorable 
for honey production, a strong early swarm may store sufficient 
surplus the first year to pay for the hive, the swarm, and the new 
queen. Certainly if swarms can be secured locally it is better than 
to buy package bees from the South in making a start. If swarms 
are not available, package bees may be purchased. Packages con-
taining two or three pounds of bees and a select untested Italian 
queen have given very satisfactory results in the Experiment Sta-
tion apiary. They cost from three to five dollars and require feed-
ing until the nectar flow opens. They should be secured at about 
the time apple trees bloom, or from the middle to the last of April 
in Central Missouri. Instructions come with them telling just 
how to open the package and how to put the bees and queen in the 
new hive. 
The average farm boy will have in mind a much cheaper plan 
of getting a few swarms of bees. In timbered regions a hive with 
drawn combs, securely fastened in the fork of a tree during the 
swarming season, will quite likely become occupied by a colony 
of bees. It can later be taken home. Another easy way is to 
watch for runaway swarms, or swarms clustered on limbs of trees 
during June. Still another plan is to locate bee trees early in the 
spring or by examining likely trees during the heavy honey flow. 
Usually permission to cut the tree and transfer the bees can be se-
cured. To cut a bee-tree, wait until about the time fruit trees bloom 
when there are fewer bees and less honey and brood to transfer. 
Robbing bee-trees in the fall, leaving the bees to die, should be con-
demned. 
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Handling Bees 
This brief discussion on the handling of bees is intended prima-
rily for the inexperienced beekeeper. Only general rules or sug-
gestions can be given. Each experienced beekeeper will have his 
own methods and short cuts and these he may modify from year to 
yeal~ as occasion may demand. 
Opening the Hive.-The following general rules should be 
followed. Fir,st, fire the smoker and be sure that the fuel is well 
lighted. A tight roll of clean "gunnysack", rags, waste, dry chips 
or decayed wood may be used. Put on the bee hat or veil and make 
sure that it is well tucked in to prevent the bees getting in from 
beneath. While standing at one side of the hive, puff a little smoke 
in at the entrance. With the hive tool lift the cover slightly at 
one corner and puff a little smoke beneath the cover. In a few 
moments the characteristic subdued hum will be noted, when the 
cover can be removed and the adhering bees shaken in front of the 
hive with one quick, firm shake of the cover. Place the cover bot-
tom side up on the ground alongside or, if you wish, in front of the 
hive. In case the super combs are to be examined, carefully pry 
over a comb to break the seal of propolis and then lift it straight 
up from the super. If it is too full of bees to see what is wanted, 
they may be shaken into the super or in front of the hive. After 
it has been examined, stand it alongside the hive and remove other 
combs as desired. If an examination of the brood chamber is to 
be made, return the combs to\ the super and with the hive tool 
carefully pry loose the super or supers and set them "crisscross" 
on the cover, so that few or no bees are crushed. Then, in the 
same way, remove a brood comb and stand it alongside the hive 
if more are to be examined. After one has a little experience he 
can very quickly examine a hive and see what he is interested in. 
Handling the Frames.-It should be kept in mind that the 
combs are easily injured and must always be handled carefully. 
Sure steady movements without unnecessary jarring of the hives 
and combs should be used. In handling a comb of brood or honey, 
particularly a new; comb, do not hold it horizontal but always in 
a vertical position. With a little piactice, after watching an ex-
perienced beekeeper handle combs, the beginner will soon be able 
to properly handle them, even up-ending them and rotating them 
so as to see all parts. 
Uniting Weak Colonies or Nuclei.-There are occasions when 
it is desirable to unite a nucleus or a weak colony with a strong 
colony. Each colony recognizes its own workers and will not allow 
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stragglers frDm a neighboring colony to enter its hive, unless 
perhaps when they drift in loaded with nectar. If twe celenies are 
te be united, therefere, they must have time te assume the same 
Dder and get acquainted with each other. This is usually done by 
separating them with a strip ef fine window screen wire er a few 
layers of newspapers after the queen in ene of the colonies has been 
killed. The queen in Dne cDlony may be taken away or killed and 
the hive body containing. the queenless colony placed upon the 
brood chamber Df the Dther as a super with the screen Dr paper be-
tween. If it is very warm the upper colony should be given addi-
tiDnal ventilation and shade. In about tWD days the paper will be 
cut away and the bees will slewly mingle, or in case a screen is 
used it may be remDved and the tWD colenies will unite without 
much, if any fighting. 
Feeding Bees.-Wbile the beekeeper earnestly hopes that the 
bees will not Dnly stere all they need but also a profitable surplus 
fDr him, there are times even in the best kept apiaries when some 
feeding is absolutely necessary. This is most likely te occur when 
an unfavorable spring catches colonies -with their overwintering 
stDres exhausted befDre a new supply Df spring nectar bec:)mes 
available. Feeding may be necessary at other seasons, however. 
Where feeding is necessary, the best food te use is cembs 
of sealed heney taken from strong healthy colonies and held in re-
serve for feeding purposes. Next to heney, sugar syrup made of 
clean granulated sugar is best for feeding bees. In CDol weather, 
use about tWD peunds of sugar to ene pint of boiling water. In 
warm weather, use one pDund of sugar to a pint ef water. Te pre-
vent granulation of the sugar syrup, where fall feeding is neces-
sary, use Dne teaspoonful ef tartaric acid to twenty peunds ef sugar 
used in making syrup. Always be careful that the syrup is net 
scerched, preferably using a double bDiler. 
Varieus types Df feeders are available and the different bee-
keepers have their Dwn metheds Df feeding bees. Do not expose 
the feed in the yard fer the bees te ceme and help themselves tD 
it. By se deing, the strong celenies which may need the feed least 
will get mest ef it and rebbing is likely te be started. All things 
censidered, a shallDw pan er a frictien tep pail full ef syrup placed 
in an empty super abeve the celeny to be fed is the mest satisfac-
tery methed. If a pan is used, drep plenty Df clean chips, shav-
ings, .er grass intD the pan ef syrup te prevent the bees crewd,ing 
inte it and drDwning. Twe er three very small nail heles in the 
lid Df a frictien tep pail will permit the syrup te slewly leak Dut 
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for the bees to· lap up, when the pail is placed upside down in the 
super. Such feeders can easily be refilled as more feed is needed by 
simply lifting the hive cover and refilling and replacing the feed-
er. Such feeders can be used even in cool weather by using pack-
ing around them in the empty super. 
Stimulative feeding is practiced by some early in the spring, 
but it is risky and the average beekeeper will find that better re-
sults are secured by giving what feed is needed just as fast as the 
colony can take care of it and then remove the feeder and empty 
super and carefully close the hive again. Entrance feeders and bot-
tom board feeders are used, but in that case the feed is placed 
below the colony where it is alw.ays colder and less readily taken 
by the bees. They also require special bottom boards or extra 
equipment whereas the shallow pan or pail is 'usually available. 
Transferring Bees.-One may wish to transfer a colony of bees 
to a modern hive from various o·bjects, such as a tree, the wall of 
a building, a barrel, box, or regular hive where the combs are 
crossed. There are two ways in which this may be done. First, 
the bees may be trapped, or drummed, and smoked out of the old 
container and placed in the new hive with the view perhaps of let-
ting them later return and rob out the surplus honey for storing 
in the new hive. Second, the old container may be opened up and 
the bees, as w.ell as their combs of honey and brood, transferred 
bodily to the new hive. This requires that the better combs be 
carefully cut out and fastened into the frames set in the new hive, 
which is sure to be a messy job the first few times the beginner 
tries it. Still, it has the advantage of saving all the honey and 
brood and is done and over with in a short time. However, most 
beekeepers prefer the first method. 
In case one's time is worth much, the transferring of a colony 
of bees is never a very profitably undertaking. The transferred 
colony is worth about the price of a good swarm which will sell for 
about two dollars and it will take two men an hour or more to 
make a careful transfer from a box hive, and much longer if a tree 
must first be cut. However, in case there is a large supply of sur-
plus honey, which is seldom the case, that helps pay for the labor. 
For transferring it is better to select that time of year when there 
are the fewest adult bees and the least amount of brood and honey 
in the hive. That is usually about the titne apple trees blol)tn in 
the spring. At that season very little is lost, if only the adult hees 
and queen are saved or transferred. 
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To transfer a colony from an old box hive or similar container 
which is readily accessible, smoke the colony lightly and remove 
a part of the cover or else turn the old box hive upside down. 
Place a modern brood chamber, containing one or two combs with 
brood and honey and the rest of the frames with full sheets of 
found a tion, on top of the old box hive as a super. If it does l1nt 
fit even, as it seldom does, nail thin boards over the cracks. Then 
smoke the bees heavily from below, at the same time, drumming 
on the old hive with a hammer or club to drive the bees and queen 
up into the new brood chamber. After most of the bees and per-
haps the queen are above, slip a queen excluder between" the old 
hive and the brood chamber so as to keep the queen above, if she 
has gone up. The workers and queen will find the combs of brood 
and honey in the new brood chamber and will occupy them and the 
queen will soon begin laying. Workers will of course return to the 
old box hive to care for the brood there. If the old hive was turned 
upside down, a new entrance will be needed and it may be provided 
between the old hive and queen excluder. In three or four days 
look for the queen in the new hive, or her eggs in the drawn combs. 
If neither are found, she was probably not driven up into the new 
hive with the first drumming and smoking and it must be repeated, 
first removing the queen excluder. If she is in the super in three 
weeks the brood below will all have emerged when the old hive may 
be removed and replaced by the regular bottom board of the new 
hive. Then the old box can be broken open and any surplus honey 
saved and the old combs rendered into wax. This takes some time 
but is perhaps the easiest plan, all considered. 
Where bees are in a valuable tree, which cannot be cut, or in 
the walls or attic of a building, but are causing no annoyance, it 
will not pay to try to get them out. If they cause trouble they had 
better be gassed and the entrance closed to prevent another swarm 
from occupying the space later. 
Moving Bees.~When for any reason it becomes necessary to 
move a colony of bees it must be remembered that the field work-
ers will by instinct return to the old location, if precautions arc not 
taken to cause them to note their new location when they leave the 
hive the first time after being moved. It is important, therefore, 
to guard against such losses when bees are moved. In case a col-
ony is to be moved only a few feet, the hive may be moved a little 
every day until the new location is reached. 
When the colony is to be moved a few rods, a mile, or several 
miles, close the entrance late in the evening after all the field work-
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ers are home. In warm weather window screen wire folded over 
to form a V -shaped strip pushed into the entrance and held in 
place with small nails will confine the bees and still give them ven-
tilation. If they are to be moved far the cover may be replaced 
with a piece of screen wire held in place with strips of wood. If it is 
not too warm and the bees are not moved far, one may simply ~tuff 
the entrance with a strip of cloth for the short time w'hile they 
are being moved. However, the hive must not be left closed long 
or the bees may smother. 
For best results, move bees in the cool of the evening. Baled 
hay wire or strong cord securely tied about the hive will prevent 
danger of the super or the brood chamber slipping, permitting bees 
to escape. For short moves simply have a second person help 
carry the hive of bees. For a longer move, or in case of several 
colonies, a car or truck driven slowly will not shake up the bees 
seriously. Place the hives on straw facing the side of the truck 
and with straw or hay securely packed between the hives and the 
sides of the truck. On rough roads drive slowly. Do not move 
bees in cold weather, as the combs are brittle and may be dam-
aged. 
After the hives of bees have been placed in their new location, 
fold back one end of the V-shaped strip of screen wire so as to 
provide only a small opening through which the bees may escape 
in the morning and over this throw a little straw or a brushy limb. 
Then at daybreak when the bees prepare to go to the field they 
will find the opening and the straw and, in place of rushing out, 
each bee will note the change and when on wing will fly about 
in circles learning the new location before going to the field. 
Prevention of RObbing.-Nothing is more annoying in the 
apiary than a bad case of robbing. Bees by nature turn instinctive-
ly to robbing when nectar is not available. When a strong colony 
suddenly finds its field work closed out by a drought the workers 
do not seem to know how to expend their energy, so begin "snoop-
ing" around at the entrances of other hives arid, on finding one not 
fully guarded, they start robbing it. If one attempts to take honey 
or to handle bees when there is no nectar flow, he is sure to start 
them robbing. The bees' mania for hoarding causes them to try and 
get honey wherever they find it and, as a consequence, the colony 
which is not able to guard its stores is sure to be relieved of them. 
To prevent; robbing, avoid handling bees during a drought. 
If you must go into a colony at such times, do so just before dark 
and then carefully close up the hive as soon as possible. In hand-
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ling bees or taking honey at any time avoid smearing honey around. 
Do not get in. the habit of dropping bits of honey comb at the en-
trance of the hive or laying it out in the apiary for the bees to 
clean up. You will regret it later when you set up robbing. Learn 
to be just as neat and skilled in the handling of bees, as surgeons 
or cabinet makers are " with their work. Bees despise a "messy" 
keeper. 
In case robbing occurs, restrict the entrance of the hive being 
robbed by inserting a strip of screen wire into it and place a little 
brush in front of the hive. By reducing the size of entrance to be 
guarded the weaker colony may be able to' protect its stores. In 
a serious case of robbing the entrance may be closed complete-
ly with a strip of screen wire, or the hive may be removed to a 
more protected place. In case the hive is taken away, put an 
empty one in its place. Also restrict the entrances of neighboring 
hives, as the robbers may turn to them. A little thought and ef-
fort at perventing robbing during a dearth of nectar flow is much 
better. 
Preparing Bees For the Winter 
In Missouri the beekeeper's greatest single loss is due to faulty 
wintering of his bees. This is not generally known but it is true, 
and it is due largely to the beekeeper's own neglect in properly pre-
paring each colony in advance of cold weather. 
A Young Queen and Plenty of Young Workers Essentia1.-To 
properly prepare a colony of bees for the winter it is important to 
begin with a young vigorous queen. If requeening is done in the 
spring, the queen is usually still strong and active for going through 
the winter, but many beekeepers prefer to requeen in August so 
that the new queen will be in the "pink of condition" for building 
up the colony for the winter. The one disadvantage of requeening 
in August is the fact that spring-reared queens are likely to be 
stronger and better than summer reared queens. It is essential 
that the queen be active late in the fall so that the colony will have 
a goodly number of young vigorous workers to start into the winter. 
Old worn-out workers die off with the first severe winter weather, 
WJhile the young vigorous workers live through to start off the 
spring work when the queen begins to lay eggs to build up the 
colony. Each worker bee seems to have just about so much energy 
and if most of that is spent during the summer and fall in gather-
ing nectar there is little of it left for use in helping to keep the 
colony warm during the winter. Make sure, therefore, that each 
colony has plenty of young workers reared late in the season. 
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Winter Stores.-The next thing to consider is stores. Each 
colony must have plenty of winter stores and they must be of good 
quality. Many colonies of bees die because of insufficient good 
stores properly located for the use of the bees during the winter. 
For winter stores, nothing equals a good grade of clear honey free 
of honeydew or other indigestible materials. Sugar syrup made 
from clean granulated sugar fed to the bees in the fall may be used 
where a shortage or stores exists, or it may be safely used to re-
place a poor grade of honey. Amber honey from hearts ease, Span-
ish needle, asters, goldenrod, and other fall plants, is entirely 
satisfactory for winter stores if it does not contain honeydew, or 
too much fruit or cane juice or other undesirable materials. The 
lighter honeys stored in the summer from white or sweet clover 
are considered better for winter stores by many beekeepers, but 
a good grade of fall amber honey is entirely satisfactory. 
For safety an average strong colony should have from 50 to 
75 pounds of honey for winter stores. They may use only 20 to 
25 pounds of this during the winter, but when brood rearing be-
gins in the spring, stores are used rapidly. If the spring is back-
ward and bees get little or no new nectar before the white clover 
floW' starts, the extra stores are important. It is much more desirable 
to leave on plenty of stores, than to be obliged to practice spring 
feeding. The bees will use only what they need so the beekeeper 
should not begrudge them plenty. Besides plenty of good stores, it 
is important that these stores be properly located in the hive. The 
combs in the brood chamber should be practically full of stores 
when cold weather comes. Many beekeepers winter in a single 
brood chamber though some insist on also leaving on a full super. 
After killing frosts prevent further gathering of nectar there may 
still be considerable brood in the brood chamber and sufficient 
stores should be left in the supers which the bees may take below 
to fill the space as the brood emerges. In case of a prolonged 
cold spell with perhaps sub-zero temperatures, the stores must be 
located so that the winter cluster may encircle a sufficient supply 
to last until it warms up again. In case the spring starts off early 
and the bees begin to rear brood abundantly and then it turns cold 
for a few weeks, surplus stores may all be used up and the bees 
must then be fed promptly or they may starve. 
It IS seldom that a strong colony of bees with a young queen, 
plenty of young workers, and an abundant supply of good stores 
housed in a tight, hive ever dies from winter exposure, but its 
strength may be seriously reduced by winter losses. A colony 
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cCJ nlainin g (,(ly lo s ix ty th ousand hees in th e fili i is o ft en so red uced 
that il may have onl y 1. en t o fif1. een th ousand wo rkers I (t in th e 
s pring . Every elTo rt s hould be mad e, 1.h refo re, to g ive bees 
proper wi nler pr lec tion to help redu ce th ese wi nte r losses . The 
h es t a Ulh oriti es a re agreed that winter losses a re more se riou s 
tha n a ny o1.her loss ex] eri enced by b ekcepers . 
)0"1 ,;. 4.- I1l vcs WI'fI[ljl u wltb roafin l{ felt for will te l' jJrolcc llolJ . 
Windbreak and Winter Packing.- T o I rev nt winter losses 
from ex pos ure, windbr a ks and pa kin g should b u sed. In selecl-
ing lh ap iary s it it is often possibl to provid a natural wind-
I reak in 1.h e r rl11 of a hill s l p , h dge, b a rd {en e, or th e lik . 
Th e s tr ng winter w ind s ar more s ri us than the steady cold, 
s in e lh ey t nd to dra w from th hive 1.h hea t pro lu ed by the 
be s in the ir lu ster. A wind l r ak should be provid ed by all 
mean s, th er f r e, and som additi ona l prot ti n in th · fo rm of 
wint r packin g w ill h elp . In a small ap iary of onl y a few colon i s, 
ach hiv may be pa k d in a g od s box, or pr pared packing 
cases may be used. ·With a large ap iary of a few hundred 
co lonies, packin g is o(len con sid red impracti ca l and some be -
k eper s claim that it do s not pay, if a wi ndbr ak is provid d. In 
su h an ap iary if pa kin g is us d it I11I1 St 1 e f a simple 1.yp which 
can 1 hapl y and qui kl y put o n. Leaves h ld in plac wilh a 
s trir hicken w ire around th hive and fa sten ed w ith s tak s 
driven in to th e g r und in fr nt of th hive is a s impl e and lTec tiv 
t ype of packing. W ighted board s, s trips of tin or roo fin g fe lt, 
plac d on t p to k el the 1 av s dry w ill help. A sa k of dry 
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leaves placed in a sha ll ow super above th e bees w ill help keep th e 
colony warm a nd take care o[ ex ess moi sture in the hive. Roof-
ing felt wrapped around and over and un der th e hi ve is also a prac-
t ical protection for m il d w in ters. 
Cellar Wintering.-In the far norlh beekeepers find that a 
properly co nstru cted bee cellar is useful in wi nterin g bees. U n-
der Missouri cond itions, a ll experience an d carefu l investigations 
show that wintering bees in cellars is less sat is factory than winter-
ing th em on th ei r summer s ta nd s wi lh a w in dbreak, an I preferably 
some packing. W here a cellar is used the t emperatm e mu st be 
F ig. ~.-S rnoll nplary pn cked In hay tor the willte r 
kept reasonably conslant so that the bees r ma in practically inac-
tive but so that they do not cluste r. The m isture mu st also be 
carefu lly watched. It is not a s imple matter t regulate these con-
ditions and then after it is tim e to brin g the bees from the cellar 
we may get som seve re weath er, w hich proves serious to coloni es 
which are not accustomed to s l1ch w'eath r conditions. The labor 
and expense with the chance of seriou s mi shaps cl oes no t just ify 
the use of a cellar for wintering be .s in Miss uri. 
Nature of Winter Losses.- The serious nature of our w inter 
losses has already b en referred to. Th e loss o f coloni es outrig ht 
as well as so-called spr ing dwindlin g, may be due to improp r 
winteri ng. However, the greatest loss is usuall y du e to th e fact 
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that colonies come through the winter so weak that they cannot 
be brought up to full strength in time for the honey flow. The 
careful carrying out of these suggestions on preparing bees for 
the winter will go far to reduce these losses. Too many of our 
beekeepers are interested primarily in taking from the bees a11 
they can possibly get without considering the best interests of 
the bees. Under such conditions winter losses are bound to occur. 
Spring Management of Bees 
Just as soon as settled spring w,eather permits, each stand of 
bees should be given a thorough house-cleaning. Dead bees, 
debris. excess propolis, and spur combs should be removed. The 
bees' home needs this spring house-cleaning the same as our own. 
About the time fruit trees come into bloom this important work 
should be done. Take a clean empty brood chamber, bottom board 
and cover. Set the stand of bees to be given a cleaning to one side 
and place the empty hive in its place. Open the hive and remove 
one frame at a time going over it with a hive tool or a pocket knife, 
scraping away all propolis, wax and dirt. Remove any patches 
of drone cells and press in to line any combs which may not be 
straight. Set the cleaned frames over in the clean hive, being sure 
to keep them in the same order in which they were found in the 
old hive, as it is then too early to spread the brood very much. 
When the bees and frames are all set over in the new hive, scrape 
clean the empty hive, bottom board and cover and use them for re-
ceiving the bees and combs from the second stand. It is surpris-
ing how bees will respond to this spring house-cleaning. While 
giving the hive the cleaning, check on brood, the queen, amount of 
stores, and anything else requiring attention. 
Any colony which may be queenless or below par should be 
marked and at the first opportunity requeened, fed, built up, or 
united as may seem desirable. If the colony has a normal queen 
but is simply weak because of poor wintering, it may be strength-
ened by giving it a few combs of sealed brood ready to emerge. 
Care should be taken to avoid giving a very weak colony too many 
combs of brood early in the spring as the bees may not be able 
to properly protect the brood on cool days and nights. One or 
two combs added at intervals of a week or ten days will soon build 
up a healthy colony which may be weak. In case the colony is 
~ueenless or has too few bees left to justify building up, it !::!:.-::-uld be 
united with a strong colony as described earlier under handling 
bees. Do not allow a failing colony to continue to dwindle where 
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it is possible to build it up or unite it with another colony. 
If, for any reason, the bees are slow in building up in the spring 
a little stimulative feeding and the spreading of the brood may be 
practiced if the beekeeper is careftll ancI does not ;st. teo fast. If 
stores and a normal queen are present in the hive the natural in-
stinct of the bees will guide them in the matter of spring increase. 
Stimulative feeding and spreading of brood is dangerous if practiced 
too early or too vigorously. 
It is the beekeeper's duty to help encourage his bees to build 
up to full strength ready for the white clover nectar flow when it 
arrives around the fore part of June. It is always the strong 
colonies, w'hich are properly handled so as to prevent them from 
swarming, that store the greatest amount of surplus honey. How-
ever, swarming requires more attention with strong colonies, espe-
cially when comb honey is produced. 
Swarm Control 
Swarming is a natural and essential habit of bees in order to 
insure the perpetuation of the species. For the perpetuation of 
the honeybee species it is just as important for bees to swarm and 
thus increase the number of colonies as it is that each colony shall 
remain strong. Swarming, being a natural instinct of the bee, can 
be regulated by man but not entirely prevented in the normal 
management of bees. 
Factors Influencing Swarming.-Since swarming is a provision 
of nature to save the species, we should expect evidence of it to 
show up just as soon as conditions surrounding the colony begin 
to oppress or cause i.t discomfort and that is precisely what oc-
curs. Overcrowding, poor ventilation, lack of shade, lack of stor-
age space, too many drones, a failing queen, all tend to cause dis-
comfort or uneasiness, resulting in the development of what is 
commonly called the swarming fever. 
Prevention of Swarming.-If the beekeeper is wise he will plan 
his spring management so as to remove those conditions which 
stimulate swarming. This can usually be done without checking 
the normal building up of a strong colony. Experience and judg-
ment help, but a beginner soon learns to give the bees those small 
helps which means so much in building up the strength and in 
conserving that strength until needed. It is always better to pre-
vent the development of the swarming fever than to overcome it 
after it has been formed. It should be borne in mind that w,hen a 
strong colony is allowed to swarm or prepare for swarming that 
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colony has wasted considerable energy, stores, and time and if 
it swarms it divides its strength just when united effort is needed 
for storing honey. Swarming should, therefore, be prevented if 
maximum honey production is desired rather than increase of 
colonies. Begin early, therefore, to provide the comforts and to 
remove unfavorable conditions so that swarming will be reduced 
to a minimum where you are after large honey yields. 
Making Increase by Dividing 'Colonies.-If one wants to in-
crease the number of colonies in his bee yard he can divide colonies 
at the proper time more effectively than to permit colonies to 
swarm in the natural way. In making increase in this way it is 
generally considered best to divide those colonies which are only 
moderately strong, saving the strong colonies for heavy honey 
production. If increase is to be made slowly with the addition 
of only a few colonies each year, simply select a few colonies for 
dividing and set over into a new hive half of the combs and about 
half of the bees from the hive used for the division. Take half 
of the combs, beginning at one side of the hive. Tllen add to each 
of the two hives enough drawn combs or frames with full sheets 
of comb foundation to fill it. Move the new hive to a different place 
and loosely close its entrance for a time with green grass or brushy 
limbs. Make the division about the time apple trees are in bloom, 
and, if honey is scarce in the hives, it may be necessary to feed 
thin sugar syrup, as described under "Feeding Bees." One of the 
hives will have the old queen, the other will he queenless but will 
soon rear a young queen, or it can be given a comb containing a 
capped queen cell, or a queen secured from a relilable queen 
breeder. With a little extra attention and perhaps some building 
up and stimulative feeding, hoth nuclei or divisions may be brought 
up to full strength hy the time white clover begins to bloom. 
If more rapid increase by division is desired, two or three frame 
nuclei may be formed and each of these given ' a queen. It takes 
longer to build up such small nuclei, but with conditions favorable 
each nucleus may develop into a strong colony with plenty of win-
ter stores by fall. However, for the average beekeeper the single 
division of a colony is preferable. It more nearly resembles nat-
ural swarming but may be done earlier, permitting each divi-
sion to work up to full strength for the important honey flow. 
The Cure for Swarming.-If bees are properly handled early in 
the season most swarming can be prevented, but in case preven-
tion fails one may turn to a cure. This may include simply the 
cutting out of queen cells, the removal of some of the central 
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F i g. O.-SWI1I'I11 oe hees st fl l' tln g t o d l'ow comli Oil app l e 11 mb. 
combs of brood to be rerlaced w ith frames containing comb founda-
ti on, or by killin g th old qu een when th e swa rm emerges and 
returnin g th e swarm to th e hive. P rac ti ce preventi on first as it is 
more pract ical, and in case of an 0 casional hy brid or black colony, 
which thinks more of swa rmin g th an of gathe ring nectar, requeen 
with a youn g, vigo rous Itali an qu n. 
Hiving a Swarm.-The old experi enced beekeeper, as well as 
th e beginn er, is pre tty snre to get very mu ch excit er! w ),('n a colony 
of bees begin s to swa rm out. IIe may not t urn to th e old practice 
of ring ing bell s o r p un cl ing un tin pans, but he is sure to ru sh 
about getting thin gs ready for hiving th e swa rm o nce it se tt les. 
H e is fort un at e if it decides to settle low on a liml or a shrub. T oo 
often it se ttles high in a tree if one is ncar. It usually requires but 
a few minutes for the Id queen and th e swa rm of w orkers, w h ich 
go with her, to pour out o f the hive. In a few minutes more the 
air is one working mass of bees. Soon th ey cl cide t o sett le and, 
as a ru le, a few workers fir st se1.t1 I t hen the qu en joins t h m and 
quickly t he air is cl eared of bees and the swarm is in a c1 ust el'. 
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While the swarm is enjoying itself on wing the beekeeper 
should get his hive ready and, if he knows which hive gave off the 
swarm, it is a good plan to take from it one or two brood combs 
with brood and honey but no queen cells replacing them with 
drawn combs, and place these in the hive which is to receive the 
swarm. After the swarm settles, if possible, cut off the limb con-
taining the swarm and shake it into the hive or upon a sheet or 
canvas placed under the hive and allow the bees and queen to 
enter. If the swarm settles high, a ladder, rope and saw may be 
needed to get them down safely. If the hive is clean, cool, and 
without any disagreeable odor, and especialIy if one or more combs 
of brood are used in it, the swarm will seldom abandon it. Give 
them shade however, if it is hot. 
In case one finds a SWarm hanging to a limb somewhere re-
mote from the apiary, a simple way to get it home is to use a clean 
gunnysack. Slip the sack up over the swann and end of the limb. 
Then tie the mouth of the sack securely around the limb, cut off the 
limb, and take it home, keeping it shaded if it i>; a hot day. 
The Problem of Bee Pasturage 
In Missouri a safe and dependable bee pasturage is one of the 
most important requirements of successful honey production. It 
is a thing which should be given careful consideration by the pros-
pective commercial beekeeper. This state lies mostly in the so-
called white clover belt and is well situated for successful bee-
keeping on a small scale. There are comparatively few commercial 
apiaries due largely to the uncertainty of dependable bee pasture 
from year to year. 
Best Honey Producing Regions.-Dependable pasture largely 
determines the honey producing regions in any state. In Mis-
souri the best regions lie alongside the larger rivers and particular-
ly those which tend to overflow wide valleys or swamp areas. In 
such regions usually there is access to much upland with white 
clover and sweet clover during the summer, followed with summer 
and fall lowland pasture. The valleys of the Mississippi and Mis-
souri rivers and the larger north tributaries of the Missouri river 
provide some of the best bee pasture. However, there are to be 
found some quite dependable nectar producing regions along the 
southern tributaries of the Missouri river and even in some of the 
small Ozark valleys. 
Effect of Cultivation on Bee Pasture.-In the past when farm-
ing was less intense and when greater acreages were left for graz-
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ing the problem of bee pasture was less acute. Every time that 
a pasture with its stand of bluegrass and white clover is plowed 
up the bees are deprived of that much' clover pasture. Unfortu-
nately bees can gather but little nectar from most cultivated 
farm crops. It is the wild pasture, so to speak, which is most 
valuable to them. Sweet clover and alsike clover are, to be sure, 
important nectar-producing crops which farmers grow but when 
these crops are cut for hay much of the supply of nectar is lost. 
The more a region is given over to the growing of the usual culti-
vated crops the less valuable it becomes as a honey producing 
region. 
Overstocking a Region.-Every honey producing region has 
a limit to the number of colonies of bees it will sustain economical-
ly. Regions which are only average good for beekeeping may be-
come overstocked with bees. This is particularly true during un-
favorable seasons. While the State, as a whole, in favorable years 
could easily maintain ten times as many colonies of bees as are 
now present, in poor years there is not sufficient nectar in most 
sections for the present supply of bees. Under prevailing con-
ditions, therefore, the large commercial beekeepers find it neces-
sary to scatter their colonies of bees in outapiaries, so as to prevent 
overstocking their region in bad years. This uncertainty of an-
nual profitable nectar flows is what makes the development of 
commercial beekeeping unsafe in Missouri. 
Succession of Nectar ·Crops.-Missouri is fortunate in having 
a very favorable succession of nectar crops. Some years the clover 
crop may be poor and yet the fall crops may be very good. The 
spring opens with such pollen and nectar producers as willows, 
maple, elm, fruits, and basswood, followed by white clover, alsike 
clover, sweet clover, buckbush, heartsease, Spanish needle, asters, 
and other late fall flowers. A favorable succession of nectar crops 
capable of producing some surplus helps to prevent unfavorable 
climatic conditions from proving so disasterous. 
Factors Affecting Nectar Flows.-It is a perfectly w'ell known 
fact that white clover and the other nectar producing flowers do 
not always produce an abundance of nectar. Some seasons the 
pastures may be white with clover and yet the bees store little or 
no white clover honey. The nectar producing crops vary from year 
to year, both as to the abundance of blossoms and the amount of 
nectar in those blossoms. It is also true that plants which pro-
duce nectar abundantly in one part of the country may produce 
but little in another region. Alfalfa and buckwheat are both im-
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p rtant n ctar crops in th ir fav red region s but of lillie value 
as such in Missouri. It is n t entirely clear jus t what causes a va-
riati on in a plant's al ility t pr du n 'cta r in cliff r nt y ars and 
regi ns. It is tru tha t proper m isture in th air and so il co tn-
bin cl w ith fav rabl e oml inati ns f temperature and no doubt 
oth r soil and air condition s inAu nce th fl w of n claro Too much 
rain spoils a honey s ason as wi ll also a drought. Weather favoring 
a vig r us g rowth of th crop and an abundance f II ssoms fol-
low cl by well timed sh werS with wa rm days and 0 I nights usual-
ly in sure favorab l Rows of n cta r. Whi l it is true that ne tar 
fl ws do va ry, neith r faulty n ctar flows nor ov rstocking of the 
region wi ll account for th e in 'IIicient be ke per's fai lur to g t a 
cr p of hon y wh J1 hi s neigh I or s cur S a bumper crop. Th y 
are ft J1 used merely as an ali bi . 
Growing Nectar Producing Crops.- Except wh r it is pos-
sibl e t utili ze flood lands and oth r waste areas, the beek eper 
cann ot afford to g row n ta r crops simpl y for b e pasture. There 
must be some return through th use of th e r p also as pasture 
for livestock, as forag , for seed, or for oth r purposes. Sw et 
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clover used as a pasture crop will bloom and yield much nectar. 
Where grown for seed it is very valuable as a nectar crop. Alsike 
clover on wet soil for hay or pasture is usually a heavy nectar pro-
duced. Crimson clover where it does well and, no doubt, other leg-
umes will be found of value as nectar crops ... vhere they can be grown 
profitably for seed, hay or pasture. Careful investigations of the 
question of profitable nectar-producing crops and their culture in 
Missouri should be undertaken. Until the beekeeper can protect 
himself against serious losses due to drought and other unfavor-
able climatic conditions in his region, commercial honey production 
will continue to be uncertain. 
Bee Products and Their Utilization 
Producing Extracted Honey 
Until the beginner has sufficient colonies to justify the pur-
chase of an extractor he usually markets his surplus as cut-comb 
honey, but he may use equipment and the essential manipulations 
used by the producer of extracted honey. It requires less skill to 
handle bees in extracted. honey production than for successful 
comb honey production. The problem of swarm control in partic-
ular is greatly simplified where extracted honey is produced and, 
as a rule, it is easier to shape thc colonies for successful wintering. 
In this case the supers will carry either deep or shallow ex-
tracting combs which, when filled and capped by the bees, may 
be uncapped, the honey extracted, and the empty combs returned to 
the supers for refilling. It thus saves the production of new 
combs each time. The busy beekeeper can put on extra supers 
at the beginning of the nectar flow so that the bees are assured 
of storage room later without so much attention on the part of 
the beekeeper. The experienced producer of extracted honey, 
however, finds that it pays to carefully handle the addition of 
supers so as to keep the unfilled ones next to the brood nest where 
the bees can reach them with the least amount of traveling in the 
hive. Where outapiaries are not visited very often several supers 
of drawn combs are given to each colony vv:hen the season opens 
and they are taken off and extracted when filled, or at the close 
of the nectar flow. 
Much more extracted honey per colony may be secured than 
comb honey, but it sells ata lower price and, as a rule, first class 
section honey is in greater demand on most markets. However, 
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ex tra led honey can be held [o r able r ma rk (· t, wh ere it is un sa fe to 
h ld sec l.i on honey too Iong-. No o ne ca n say w hi ch ty pe o [ hon y 
is bes l t produce, as 10 al c0nd itioll s and demand s for h ney vary. 
It is sa [e, how vc r, to advi s th beg-inn er to I arn h ekeepin g- by 
s tartin g o lll w ilh th s impl er work o [ xtra ted honey produ ction. 
Producing Comb Honey 
Comh hon y 11'0 luc ti on is parti ula rly attra ctive to the bee-
keeper f sa m exp ri nc w ho is fortunat e en ug h to hay a c1e-
p ndabl and heavy while lover fl ow and whos loca l market 
d mallc1 s c mb or s clion ho ney . In olllh honey production ·a h 
o lony is bui lt up to full slr ng lh and wh en lh n ' ta r now opens 
Fi g. Il.-f;hllll ow cxt roctlng front find so ·tt on. omb fOl1ndntlC)'n shou ld always 
b usod In frames anrl spcLlons. In sectl oll s, strip of dllTol'cnt slmp's mny be lI se'l. 
secti n SUp rs ar put on and t he bees a r litera lly squ e zed or 
coaxed up into th sup I' for s t ring surp lus, ft n a sha llow 
super carrying extracting combs is used to s tart tli e bees to s toring 
in the sup rs and once stor ing st arts t he sl1per is lift I and ne or 
more s ction sup rs are add d ben ath it. The one problem to 
overcom is g tting the bee in th e s uper rather than to have them 
prepar for swarming, Th ad vantages gai ned by om l honey 
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production are better price per pound and greater ease of marketing 
and cheaper equipment. The disadvantages are reduced produc-
tion, increased difficulty of swarm control, more difficulty in manip-
ulating supers, greater care required in taking off and handling 
the comb honey. 
The Chemical Composition of Honey and Its Use as Food 
Honey is produced from natural nectar collected from flowers 
with, at times, some addition of fruit juices and other plant saps 
and eve~n honeydew. In the ripening process the excess moisture 
is removed from the solution and a portion of the cane sugar 
is changed to grape sugar. The nectar of flowers may contain up 
to 60 per cent of water and in the ripening process the water con-
tent is reduced to 20 per cent or less. Honey is, therefore, a high-
ly concentrated sugar solution and, if protected from moisture, it 
does not require any acid or other chemical to preserve it. In 
time, however, honey will normally granulate, releasing moisture 
of crystallization which, under unfavorable conditions, may permit 
yeast spores to germinate causing the honey to sour. 
Just how nectar is transfcrmed into ripe honey is still under 
discussion but it is probably brought about by the action of enzy-
mes rather than by an acid. Cane sugar may be changed to in-
vert sugar, levulose and dextrose, by adding an acid and heating 
the solution sufficiently. The enzyme invertase, or sucrose, which 
is produced in quantity by the bees, will likewise change cane 
sugar to invert sugar and at temperatures ordinarily present in 
the hive. The converting of the cane sugar of nectar to invert 
sugar is largely accomplished before the bees cap it, though the 
process may continue even after the honey is capped. 
The percentage of the different sugars vary in different 
honeys but in general it may be said that the chemical composition 
of honey is about asfollows*: 
Water ooo.oooooooooooooooo ••• oo ••• o •• o.o •• 17.70 per cent 
Invert sugar 0000000000000000000.000074.98 
Sucrose .000 •••... 00.00 000000.0000 .... 0000 1.90 
Ash ... 0 ..... 0 .. 000000 ....• 0 •......•.. 0 .. 0.0 .18 
Dextrin ..... 0.0 .... 0.00 .. 0 ....... 0 ..... 1.51 
Undetermined 00 ..•... 00 .. 0000000. 3.73 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
In regard to the use of honey, it may be said that, teing large-
ly a combination of different sugars, it can be used for practically 
any purpose where ordinary sugar or syrups are used. In recipes, 
*Brown!'. ~hem!cal AnalySis and Composition of American Honeys. U. S. Dept. 
Agr., Bur. Qhem. Bul. 110. 
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however, the presence of moisture in honey must be taken into ac-
count and the liquid used in the recipe may be reduced according-
ly. Honey is sweeter than granulated sugar. In recipes a cup of 
honey will sweeten a product as much as a cup of granulated sugar, 
even though nearly one-fifth at it is moisture. It is most exten-
sively used at present as a substitute for syrups, preserves, jellies, 
and other sweets as a spread. It goes well on hot biscuits, waffles 
and pancakes. Since honey consists largely of invert sugar, it 
is much more readily' available as heat or energy food than is cane 
sugar. Cane sugar must first be digested or converted to invert 
sugar in the digestive tract. However, it is not true that honey 
can safely be prescribed as a sweet for all patients who cannot eat 
cane sugar. Also, it now seems questionable whether honey con-
tains any considerable quantity of vitamins. Still with its valu-
able mineral content, its invert sugars and attractive flavors, it is 
one of our most valuable sweets and it should be used more abun-
dantly in the diet. Its more general use as a substitute for gran-
ulated sugar would help greatly in the matter of health. We in 
this country eat entirely too much sweets, but if we must use 
sugar the invert sugar of honey is much better from the point of 
view of health. The beekeeper need not hesitate to recommend his 
high quality honey as a desirable substitute for granulated sugar. 
Honey is now available as liquid or extracted honey, as gran-
ulated honey, and as comb honey. Some insist on comb honey as 
they have an idea that the comb adds to its flavor and quality. 
The comb is merely indigestible beeswax which adds nothing to 
either the flavor or quality. However, some investigators have 
reported the presence of vitamin A in comb honey but not in ex-
tracted honey. Be that as it may, extracted honey has largely sup-
planted comb honey on the market. 
Marketing the Honey Crop 
The small producer will market his crop mostly in his own 
neighborhood, or in nearby towns and cities. If he produces and 
puts up a neat, attractive package and works for repeat orders he 
can usually sell his entire crop locally and at a profitahle price. 
Make it a practice never to sell honey off in flavor or color. Use 
it at home in cooking or feed it back to the bees for brood rear-
ing before the spring nectar flow opens. Remember that honey 
is a food and is to be eaten so it must be put up clean and in a neat, 
attractive package. Glass fruit jars make an attractive package 
for small orders and-five and ten-pound pails are very satisfactory 
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as larger packages for extracted honey. Always try to keep a sup-
ply on hand for later or repeat orders and the honey consumers in 
the community will depend on you for honey year after year. 
Roadside marketing for honey is becoming a very attractive 
method of selling honey. In this case, quality of honey and attrac-
tiveness of package are particularly essential. Either a small crop, 
or the crop from a large commercial apiary, may be turned and at 
a good price in roadside marketing. Remember that both extract-
ed and comb honey will keep for several weeks, so that the entire 
crop need not be clumped upon the market. Beekeeping is a more 
or less hazardous occupation and the beekeeper is entitled to CI 
reasonable return for his crop and if he is thoughtful in his mar-
keting, he can help maintain a satisfactory price so as to receive 
a reasonable return for his labor. 
The marketing of a large commercial crop running into tons or 
carload lots is not so simple as the beekeeper often is not in posi-
tion to retail it so must sell in bulk and at wholesale prices which 
often seem ridiculously low. However, various organizations are 
attempting to increase the consumption of honey which will help 
improve marketing and the price of honey. 
Bees for Fruit Pollination 
The one major function of the honeybee is the pollination of 
flowers. In order that it may most effectively perform this func-
tion the honeybee is clothed with branching hairs and equipped 
with pollen gathering structures. Also, to insure that the bee 
will not neglect its duty it is so constituted that in the wild state 
it must have the pollen and nectar as food, so it is obliged to visit 
flowers. The beekeepers will find it greatly to their advantagE> 
to cooperate with the fruit growers in securing and using bees for 
orchard pollination. 
How Bees Pollinize Flowers.-The blossom of seed producing 
plants normally contain both male and female parts. The pollen 
grains are produced by the male parts of the blossoms and they are 
usually microscopic in size and more or less sticky. In order that 
a flower be pollinized, or that the ovules be fertilized so that 
normal seeds may develop, the pollen grains must come in con-
tact with that part of the b:lossom known as the pistil, the outer 
exposed part of the female part of the blossom. While crawling 
over or into blossoms in search of nectar and pollen, the hairy legs, 
body, head and mouth organs of the bee pick up thousands of the 
tiny pollen grains and when the same bee visits a second blossom 
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Fig. lO.-Tholl sl1nf1 s of 1110.80 1l1l1l g fl(·I·~R of Ml sso "rl 111)111 orchnrds require hees for 
pollination CI1l! h s prin g . 
of the same kind some of these pollen g rain s are smeared on the 
exposed pi stil. In time these pollen grains germinate, each send-
ing a structure down through the pistil to the ovule wh ich it fer-
tilizes the same as the sperm fertili zes the egg. Besides the honey 
bee, various sol itary b s, Ai sand bu tterfiies visit fru it blossoms 
and help some in the pollination work when weather conditions 
are favorable. Howev r, wh n the weath r is cold and rainy 
during fruit blooming time, the hon ybee is the only in sect that 
helps much with fruit pollination . In such sprin gs, honeybees 
are indispensable in the orchard. A poor set of fruit followin g un-
favorable pollination weather may I e du e largely to a scarcity of 
bees, or their inability to get to the blossoms to scatler pollen. 
Distribution of Bees in the Orchard.-Since the bees are need-
ed most in seasons of unfavorable weather for pollination, it is im-
portant that they be so placed that they can get from the hive to 
the blossoms and back again with least xposure. For best results, 
the coloni s should be satter d so that the I e s can easi ly r ach 
all parts of the orchard in spite of the weath r. A strong colony 
of bees will take care of from one to five acr s of orchard, depend-
ing upon the weather. The b es are needed in the orchard for 
only a few days. They may be moved in afte r the cluster bud spray 
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is appli ed and prcferau ly removed before th e calyx applica tion is 
begun. Such be ing th e case, th ey might ju st as well be scattered 
in uni ts of two to [our coloni es t hroug hout a large orchard. In a 
sma ll orchard ot twenty to forty acres it is not necessary to scatter 
them about as in a large orcha rd . If t he g rower p lans to keep 
them in the orch ard permanently they should be placed so as to 
F ig. n .- !l oneybee IInll white clover bloB' 
Bo m. 
interfere least with th e men a nd t eams whil e applying sprays, or 
doing other work in the orchard. If possible, place them in the 
northeast part of the orchard so th e prevai ling southwest winds 
will bear the odor of the fruit blosso ms to th em in the hive. It is 
bett er to enable the bees to fly into the wind w hen they go out to 
secure a load of nectar and to return w ith th e wind. Bees work 
mostly in a radius of one mile from the hive but in bad weather 
during the period of fruit bl m the orchardist should arrange so 
that th ey do not need to fly more than twenty to forty rods in 
reaching all parts of the or hard. 
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How Fruit Growers May Secure Bees.~Many fruit growers 
have for years recognized the value of hives of bees in or near the 
orchard and they already have bees for pollination purposes. Those 
who have been getting poor sets of fruit should plan on securing 
bees to help out. If there' is a practical beekeeper near, his help 
should be enlisted. A reasonable price per colony may be paid to 
him for placing his bees in the orchard during the blooming period. 
If he is unwilling to move his own bees into the orchard, he may 
be willing to help handle package bees which can be secured from 
the South. In return for his services he may be paid a wage, or 
some arrangement may be made whereby he will take over the 
packages of bees in payment for his services. 
If the assistance of a skilled beekeeper cannot be secured, the 
grower or one of his helpers should learn to handle bees. If a 
permanent apiary is to be established the necessary equipment, as 
discussed earlier, should be secured and placed where desired in 
the orchard. Then if the necessary bees cannot be purchased 
locally, package bees should be secured. Where a large number of 
colonies are needed, three or preferably five-pound packages will 
prove most satisfactory. These should be ordered well in ad-
vance of the date of fruit bloom with the understanding that they 
will be delivered on short notice when needed. Printed instruc-
tions accompany packages of bees telling how to care for them when 
they arrive and how to transfer them to the hives. If the weather 
is unfavorable when they arrive, keep them in a well ventilated. 
dark place where it is not damp and, if it is cold, cover them with 
a canvas until it is favorable for transferring them to the hives. 
However, get them into the hives just as soon as possible after they 
arrive. In transferring them to the hives try to avoid getting too 
many of the bees in the air and throw some straw or other loose ob-
struction over the hive entrance. Feed them until the fruit begins 
to bloom and' then force them to get their food from the blossoms. 
After pollination is completed they will require further feeding and 
should be handled as discussed earlier in this report. 
In case the fruit grower does not wish to establish a permanent 
apiary he may · simply order packages of bees each year, placing 
them in the orchard in the . package in which they arrive and after 
pollination is completed give them to some one interested in start-
ing an apiary, or otherwise dispose of them. In case they are se-
cured in the regular screen wire cages, heavy tar paper should be 
wrapped around them to protect them when they are set out in 
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the orchard. If they arrive in a regular wooden package for or-
chard use, these packages may be set out in the orchard as regular 
hives. The assistance of a skilled beekeeper is to be preferred and 
in most fruit sections in this State such help is available. 
Spray Poisoning of Bees.-Arsenical sprays used to destroy the 
codling moth are also poisonous to honeybees. For best results, 
therefore, the bees should not be left in the orchard 'when spr~y 
applications are being made. Some confine their bees to the hives 
by placing a strip of window screen in the entrance during the 
spraying periods. This is not entirely satisfactory or safe during 
hot weather. As a rule, it is the calyx application which poisons 
most bees. Where bees are exposed to spray danger the calyx ap-
plication should not be made until practically all blossoms have 
dropped their petals and even then some bees may be poisoned. 
With later cover sprays during hot weather make sure that there 
is a supply of water in reach of the bees so that they will not sip 
the spray 'solution from the foliage and grass. Many experienced 
beekeepers absolutely refuse to supply their bees for orchard pol-
lination because of the danger of poisoning. In a large orchard of 
early and late blooming varieties it is practically impossible to 
time all of the sprays so as to avoid some injury to bees if they are 
left in or near the orchard during the spraying season. Where 
lime-sulphur is used in the sprays as a fungicide its odor helps to 
repel the be'es from the late blossoms. While severe poisoning of 
bees at times may occur, the experience of fruit growers, who keep 
their own bees, indicates that spray poisoning of bees is of less 
importance than is generally supposed. Where bees are moved into 
the orchard for pollination purposes and then removed, they should 
be taken at least two miles from the orchard and in moving them 
follow instructions given under "Moving Bees." 
BeeswalX 
Beeswax is a fatty substance produced as a liquid by the wax 
glands. When it exudes through the wax plates on the lower sur-
face of the body of the worker bees it solidifies as small, flat, round-
ed flakes of wax. These are then removed and after being worked 
by the mandibles are ready to be used in the building of comb. 
Wax is a product from the bee's body, the same as milk and butter 
fat are produced by the cow. The bees gather nectar, pollen, wa-
ter and propolis, but they secrete the beeswax. 
Beeswax is absolutely indispensable to the bees. It is used 
in the manufacture of the comb without which the honeybee would 
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F ig. 12.- Srnu ll pl cec of f"csilly el"flwn honey co mb. 
be helpless. It is also used to a lesser extent for building spurs 
to hold the combs rigid and along with the propolis it may be used 
to seal cracks and water-proof parts of faulty hives. It is rally 
a marvel what the bees can do with this soft pliable wax. They 
can tak less than two pounds of it and construct a framework of 
coml s which will support about 75 pounds of honey and brood. 
Outside th hive beeswax is an arti Ie of considerable impor-
tance to humanity. It is us d in the manufacture of va rious polishes 
and tons of it are used each year in the production of comb founda-
tion to be again return d to bees to assist them in the production 
of new straight combs. Beekeepers should save all waste comb 
and render it into I eeswax as it will go far in helping to pay for 
necessary new equ ipment. By keeping a basket or pail handy all 
pieces of spur and bur comb, as well as broken combs and patches 
of drone comb cut out when the hives are given the spring cleaning, 
may be saved and later rendered. For r ndering, a small solar 
wax extractor is satisfactory in a small ap iary. Where large quan-
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tities of wax are to be rendered, boilers and a wax press are neces-
sary. 
Queen Rearing 
Most commercial beekeepers prefer to buy their queens since 
they find it is cheaper, as a rule, than to rear them. On the other 
hand, the home rearing of queens offers wonderful opportunities 
for the beekeeper to select from his apiary those colonies which for 
one or more reasons prove most desirable and then breed queens 
from these. If he keeps down drone rearing in the inferior colonies 
and allows certain desirable colonies to produce drones he can, to 
a large extent, regulate mating and always aim at a building up of 
a better race of bees in his apiary. Commercial queen men do more 
or less careful breeding, but their job too often is one of getting 
enough queens reared for their orders. The careful beekeeper can 
by selection produce his own queens and always direct his atten-
tion at improvement in the race. Unless he is interested in breed-
ing up, however, it is doubtful if the busy beekeeper is justified in 
spending his time at rearing queens. 
Under present conditions with its nation-wide breeding and 
popularity the Italian bee with its three types, leather, threebanded 
and golden, is perhaps the best all-round race for Missouri condi-
tions. However, it is not perfect and with further breeding and 
selection it can no doubt be improved. Also work should be done 
looking to the possibility of crossing and selecting strains that 
may show improvements over the common strains of Italians. 
It is also highly desirable that careful breeding and testing be done 
with other old world races to determine their merits under Mis-
souri conditions. 
In rearing a few queens for home use, a simple method is to 
take the queen from one of the most desirable colonies, forming a 
nucleus with her and perhaps one comb with adhering bees. The 
colony finding its queen gone will begin to produce queen' cells 
around selected grubs or eggs. In from five to eight days a number 
of queen cells will be capped. A frame with one or more of these 
may be introduced in a hive that is to be requeened, in exchange 
for one of its brood combs, always leaving all adult bees in their 
own hive. In case several queen cells are formed on a comb, some 
may be carefully removed by cutting out a patch of the comb sur-
rounding the queen cell and one of these may be carefully grafted 
into a brood comb in a hive to be requeened. The old queen in a 
hive to be requeened must be killed before the queen cell is intro-
duced. In due time the young virgin queen emerges and, if pre-
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cautions have previously been taken to allow only the better colo-
nies to rear drones, she will normally mate with a well bred drone 
and in time will become the new mother of the colony and will 
produce desirable offspring. After all the queen cells are removed 
from the parent hive the queen and attendants may be returned or 
the parent queen may be introduced into a hive for requeening 
and one queen cell left in the parent hive to supply a 
new queen. The apiary may be entirely requ"eened, eliminating all 
undesirable stock, with but little waste of time and labor of the 
various colonies. To be sure, more elaborate methods may be 
employed similar to those used by commercial queen breeders, 
but the beekeeper who wants to requeen a few colonies and is not 
interested in producing queens for the market will find the above 
method simple and satisfactory. 
Introducing the Queen.-It is a relatively simply matter to 
introduce a queen and yet even experienced beekeepers often find it 
difficult to find a small active black queen in a colony to be requeen-
ed. When a c6lony is to be requeened the first thing to do is to 
find the old queen and pull her head off. To find the queen use but 
little smoke and with least disturbance remove and carefully ex-
amine two or three of the central combs first. She is usually on 
one of these. If she is not located, remove and quickly but care-
fully examine each of the remaining combs. In case she is not lo-
cated on the combs, look for her among bees collected on the side 
or in the bottom of the hive. A small, nervous, black queen readily 
leaves the combs and when moving about among the workers she 
is not easily seen. If repeated examination fails to locate her, put 
a queen exclude~' between the bottom board and brood chamber 
and shake the bees in front of the hive. The bees will pass through 
the queen excluder while she ordinarily cannot and will be trapped 
there where an hour or so later she can be found and killed. 
After the queen has been killed the new' queen or a queen cell 
may be introduced in the colony. A queen cell or a recently emerg-
ed virgin queen will usually be accepted without protest, but a new 
fertile queen is likely to be killed. She should be introduced in a 
cage,; from which she cannot be released for two or three days. 
The regular mailing cages are used for this purpose and on each of 
these is attached brief directions as to care and introduction of the 
queen. Remove the cardboard strip and cork which close the 
escape hole in the end of the mailing cage containing the feed ana 
either lay the cage screen side down over one of the spaces between 
the top bars in the hive, or suspend it between two of the combs 
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in the brood chamber. In about 48 hours, as a rule, the bees will 
eat out the feed in the end of the cage and release the new queen 
and accept her. If a home reared queen is to be introduced, she 
may be placed in a small roll of screen wire with one end folded 
over to close it and the other plugged with a little beeswax or 
fresh comb and this placed in the hive the same as described above. 
It is not a good practice to use short cuts in the introduction of 
valuable queens. 
Enemies of Bees 
If the honeybee could only talk there is no doubt that it would 
name man as its greatest enemy. In spite of all his interest, good 
intentions and sentimental expressions, man has been and is a real 
foe to the bee. As with everything else which he tries to dominate 
his one thought is not what good turn can I do for the bee but how 
much can I get from it with the least outlay of time, labor and 
cash. Any comfort he provides for his bees is apt to be considered 
in terms of extra pounds of honey it will bring him. If he finds 
that he can make more by gassing his bees in the fall, selling all . 
the honey, and buying package bees again in the spring, that is 
certain to become. an accepted practice. Another complaint which 
the bee might properly lodge against man is his recognized igno-
rance of her real nature and ways and his neglect to either study 
her or to help make it possible for others to investigate her. Prac-
tical beekeepers are not the only ones guilty of such neglect. Mis-
management of bees through ignorance coupled with wilful neg-
lect, due largely to laziness and indifference, are inexcusable and 
the cause of greater bee losses than all other enemies combined. 
Winter loss due to faulty management by the beekeeper is the 
greatest single loss. 
Wax Moths and Other Enemies 
To be sure, not all losses in beekeeping are due to man. Since 
the bee is an animal, it is naturally subject to attack by other ani-
mals and by parasitic plants. However, the honeybee and its close 
relatives, the ants, due no doubt to their colony life, great energy 
and activity, and parental care of the young, seem to be the near-
est free of attack by both diseases and animal enemies of all in-
sect life. Such enemies as birds, toads, skunks, mice, robber 
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flies, ambush bugs, and ants may be practically ignored in good 
apiary management. The wax moth, considered by some keepers 
of bees as a great enemy of beekeeping, works only in unpro-
tected combs whether they be stored or in a hive where the colony 
is queenless, or so reduced in strength that the bees cannot protect 
all combs. The wax moth is not a problem in normal, strong colo-
nies. vVhere it is troublesome, stored combs should be fumigated 
or otherwise protected from the moths which lay eggs to produce 
the caterpillars which feed on the combs. Seriously injured combs 
should be rendered as wax and the hives and supers thoroughly 
cleaned.. Keep all colonies strong with a vigorous queen and the 
wax moths will not injury them. 
Bee Diseases 
With reference to the so-called diseases of bees it should be · 
said that the literature discusses a considerable number, some of 
which are really cases of injury by animal parasites. The Isle 
of Wight disease is caused by a microscopic mite working in the 
respiratory system of the adult bee. It is not a disease at all, 
thei·efore, but the parasitic work of a tiny animal closely related 
to the common chigger. Likewise, the so-called Nosema disease ot 
adult bees is supposed to be due to a microscopic protozoan found 
commonly in the digestive tract of bees and, under certain condi-
tions, it is thought to cause losses. Arsenical poisoning of adult 
bees might also be classed in the same category. 
In case of brood diseases, the so-called American and Euro-
pean foul broods are the two most feared and discussed. They are 
now pretty generally considered to be the effect of two different 
species of bacteria. The seconcl is usually cleared up by heavy 
feeding of affected colonies, or by building up their strength by 
uniting colonies. It is most prevalent in regions where early favor-
able spring nectar flows are absent or during backward springs 
where such nectar flows occur. Good management will usually 
prevent serious losses. American foul brood, on the other hand , is 
not so easily eliminated from a11 apiary or a colony of bees. There 
is still a difference of opinion as to just what bacillus causes it and 
much is still to be learned about it and its control. Once it is in-
troduced into a hive the bees seldom eliminate it, though in fa-
vorable nectar seasons it may cause but slight damage. As a rule, 
in t1nf~vorable seasons it causes greatest damage. It is sup-
posed to be introduced with honey robhed from an affected colony, 
or secured elsewhere. If any beekeeper finds dead brood in the 
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brood combs, which he is sure is not due to chilling or other ex-
posure, he should send a sample of the comb including dead brood 
to the Bee Culture Laboratory, Bureau of Entomology, Washing-
ton, D. C., and ask fo~ a diagnosis of the condition. 
If a colony is affected it may be shaken off its combs and into 
a new hive with frames containing either part or full sheets of comb 
foundation and the old combs then rendered as wax, saving any 
honey for human consumption. Some treat aff,ected combs with 
formaldehyde solutions but the average beekeeper will do well to 
leave such treatment of combs alone. The idea in shaking the bees 
onto foundation is to make sure that all honey carried over will 
be used in drawing out comb. Inoculation seems to be associated 
largely with the transfer of honey. In place of shaking, some ex-
perienced beekeepers find that it is easier to. cage the queen in 
a hive body placed behind and just above the hive being treated 
and then slide the cover so as to leave a crack at the back edge and 
smoke the bees out of the affected hive and up and into the new 
hive. This eliminates the chance of robbing or the scattering of 
honey where the combs are shaken. 
Other so-called diseases, such as dysentery, paralysis, sac 
hrood, pickle brood, etc., are usually traceable to mismanagement, 
faulty stores, or other usually preventable causes. There are a 
number of federal publications dealing with bee diseases and their 
control which may be secured by writing-to the Division of Publica-
tions, U. S. Department of Agricn1tttre, Washington, D. C. 
